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BCBS 239 Compliance:
A Comprehensive Approach
When it comes to compliance, the BCBS 239 regulatory
framework offers banks a lot of latitude. While global systemically
important banks (GSIBs) have made progress in conforming to
BCBS 239 principles, most domestic systematically important banks
(DSIBs) remain in the early stages.

Executive Summary
In January 2013, the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (BCBS) issued 14 principles for the
effective aggregation of risk data and reporting.
The intention was to address banks’ ability to
quickly and accurately understand and explain
risk data and exposures, as well as the key risk
metrics that influence their major decisions.
BCBS 239, which became effective in January
2016, applies to global systemically important
1
banks (GSIBs). Domestic systemically important
banks (DSIBs) are expected to be compliant
three years after being designated as such. The
guiding principles of BCBS 239 for DSIBs are the
same as those for GSIBs. While many GSIBs have
made headway in complying with BCBS 239, most
DSIBs are still in the early stages of the process.
BCBS 239 is not prescriptive; rather, it allows
financial institutions to choose the approach that
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suits them best based on their business lines, risk
profile and individual requirements. At the same
time, BCBS 239’s principles-based supervisory
2
requirement creates a degree of uncertainty
regarding the appropriate approach for achieving
compliance.
Compliance is also a challenge due to the large
number of people, processes, data and infrastructure involved in managing risk for a major
financial institution.
This paper presents a set of implementation
techniques, along with recommendations and
possible approaches, for complying with BCBS
239 principles.

Key Compliance Challenges
The typical issues facing financial institutions
cross three dimensions: risk data aggregation, governance and infrastructure, and risk
reporting (See Figure 1, next page).

BCBS 239 Compliance: The Challenges for DSIBs
RISK DATA
AGGREGATION

GOVERNANCE &
INFRASTRUCTURE

Risk Metrics

Governance

•

•

Data management standards
differ across banks’
businesses.

•

Data architecture and
taxonomy issues result in
duplication and confusion.

•

Operational processes are
not fully standardized across
products and business units.

Risk metrics reported to the
board and risk committees
often cannot be traced –
thereby failing to demonstrate data lineage.

Data Quality

•

•

Data-quality issues with
risk-data aggregators
(such as the legal entity)
and reliance on manual
workarounds can have a
significant impact on key risk
numbers.
Inconsistent data terminologies, formats and structures,
plus the lack of a single data
inventory and dictionary add
to the challenges of aggregating risk data.

Technology & Infrastructure

•

•

Differing views on optimal IT
infrastructure (centralized
and complex vs. decentralized and consistent).
Large technology and
infrastructure projects are
complex and drawn-out,
and require significant
investment.

RISK
REPORTING

Impact of Risk Data on
Reports

•

Inconsistencies with
reconciliation and data
quality for reporting
means risk reports will be
inadequate. This points to
the interdependency of data
quality and risk reporting.

Controls, Checks and
Process Deficiencies

•

Controls, checks and
balances and verification
fall short.

•

Reliance on manual
processes to create reports
can invite errors.

Figure 1

Domestic systemically important banks face
unique challenges due to their business mix
and geographical location. Unlike GSIBs, they
have not built out large technology infrastructures. Many rely on off-the-shelf products, rather
than in-house development. Moreover, unlike
GSIBs, they do not have the significant financial
resources needed to pour into compliance
initiatives. The type and nature of risk pillars
differ between GSIBs and
Domestic DSIBs. Most GSIBs have a
systemically greater presence in capital
important banks markets, and the type of risk
exposures are more complex.
face unique DSIBs are more prevalent in
challenges due to retail and wholesale banking,
their business mix and have limited exposure to
capital markets and complex
and geographical financial products compared
location. to GSIBs.
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Most financial institutions are aware of BCBS
239 challenges but often fail to recognize inter3
dependencies between BCBS principles. For
example, as part of their self-assessment, banks
have rated themselves as largely compliant with
risk-reporting practices, while acknowledging
deficiencies in the areas of risk data aggregation,
4
governance and controls. However, gaps in risk
data indicate that accurate risk reports cannot
be generated.

Approaches for BCBS 239 Compliance
Every bank approaches BCBS 239 compliance
differently. Some have begun documenting and
cataloging their risk data. Others have started
to analyze their risk-reporting processes and
controls. Still others have attempted to streamline
or overhaul the IT infrastructure supporting their
risk and compliance functions.
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There are three dimensions to BCBS 239
compliance: risk data aggregation, governance
and infrastructure, and risk reporting.
Risk Data Aggregation
BCBS 239 requires that regulatory reports be
based on risk data that is complete, accurate and
clear at all times, including during crises, and
presented to regulators and decision makers in
time to allow for an appropriate response.
Since the data used for risk calculations is vast,
it is important to concentrate on material data,
rather than analyze all data elements. The first
step is to identify the key lines of business and
determine the material risk to the institution
based on its current business profile. It is essential
to focus on the risk data required for regulatory
reports, key internal risk-management reports, as
well as reports relevant to crisis management and
stress testing.
Identify Material Risk Data
The main questions that banks should ask while
identifying critical risk reports and material risk
data are:

•
•

What is the importance of a particular product
or line of business to the financial institution,
based on its business activities?
What reports/data are used by the board or
senior management to make critical business
decisions?

•

What reports/data are used by regulators,
internal compliance and/or audit teams to
determine the bank’s risk profile?

•

What reports are used during times of crisis or
stress?

•

What type of data is used to calculate or
aggregate key risk metrics, such as risk capital
and RWA?

Since the data used for risk calculations
is vast, it is important to focus on
material data.
The first task involves creating a consistent set of
criteria for identifying material reports and data,
and ensuring that the institution’s senior riskmanagement committee approves the approach
and the selected reports.
Institutions should also develop an inventory of
enterprise-wide data management standards and
processes, and specify critical elements of risk
data, data transmission and data lineage. The
next step is to confirm data gaps and identify
their root causes. Banks can then create a plan
for data standardization and remediation.
Perform a Pilot
Most financial institutions start with a pilot
program for a particular focus area. As highlighted in Figure 2, the pilot can be based on a
set of data attributes, an important repository, a
set of reports or a specific product. Irrespective

Approaches for a Risk Data Pilot
Critical Data-Based

Repository-Based

•

•

Identify key repository or risk-data
warehouse within the organization.

•

Confirm key data elements associated
with the repository.

•

Identify critical data elements across
risk factors based on their use in
decision making, materiality and
regulatory reporting.
Aggregate risk metrics by working with
risk leadership within business units.

Report-Based

Product-Based

•

Identify critical regulatory and internal
management reports through discussions with senior risk executives.

•

•

Obtain key data attributes associated
with the report.

Identify a specific product (Equities,
FnO, Fixed Income, Loans, etc.) –
preferably one that is material to the
risk profile of the institution.

•

Identify key data attributes associated
with the product.

Figure 2
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of the approach, it is important to select a broad
spectrum of risk attributes. For example:

leveraging certain automation tools. Data gaps will
generally emerge during the creation of glossaries,
data dictionaries and data lineage documents.

•

Credit exposure is crucial, since it is aggregated
across trades and business lines.

•

Legal entity is significant, since it is used for
risk aggregation.

•

Country of exposure is important if the
financial institution has a presence in multiple
countries.

•
•

Trade date is key due to its ubiquity.
Customer credit score is more important for
institutions that deal with credit cards and the
retail segment.

As deficiencies increase in scale, regulators may
propose additional supervisory requirements,
including Pillar II capital measures. Therefore,
the focus should be on putting controls in place
or adopting temporary remedial measures for
addressing the most critical weaknesses, while
simultaneously creating a strategic roadmap for
long-term solutions.

•

Option sensitivities are meaningful for derivatives market makers.

Governance & Infrastructure

Execute a Firm-Wide Rollout
Once the execution method is finalized based
on the pilot, the effort needs to extend across
the institution to ensure it addresses critical risk
data, key internal management and regulatory
reports, and products. Figure 3 below details the
phases of a firm-wide rollout.
Front-to-back data lineage is more onerous –
requiring painstaking documentation and analysis.
Data lineage can be performed manually, or by

BCBS 239 clearly states that in the event of noncompliance, banks must provide a remediation
plan that is acceptable to supervisors.

Governance
In addition to their IT teams, banks’ treasury, risk,
finance and product teams must work together to
align the governance of risk reporting frameworks
and methodologies. There are some emerging
practices followed by financial institutions to
meet governance objectives for BCBS 239:

•

The chief data officer (CDO) is accountable for
data quality and data accuracy across the institution.

Executing a Firm-Wide Rollout
Risk-Critical Data
Element

CDE Business
Glossary

Identify key risk data
elements based on
approaches,
preferably across
reports and risk
pillars.

Define
business
glossary of
industry
terms across
risk pillars.

Gap Analysis (Data)

Gap Analysis (Process)

• Identify and
document
current-state
data-quality issues
in reports, risk
warehouse and
source systems.
• Understand root
causes of data
quality problems.

Map industry
terms and
definitions to
organizationspecific key
data
elements.

• Improve processes
for data ownership,
collection,
verification and
aggregation.
• Identify ongoing
process
improvements and
remediation.

Data Lineage

Link client-specific
business glossary
terms and
definitions to the
data dictionary.

Initiate
front-to-back
traceability of key
risk data elements
using industry
tools and
accelerators.

Implementation Plan
• Identify root causes of
data quality problems.
• Define workstream
(by LoB, data category
and/or business
criticality),
implementation
roadmap.
• Institutionalize SLAs
among applications and
business units.

Figure 3
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Implementation

• Define new
operational
processes, controls
and checks.
• Define tactical and
strategic
infrastructure.

•

Governance and coordination for all joint
programs/projects (global PMO) across
business units.

Some common activities associated with BCBS 239
compliance for internal and regulatory reports
include:

•

Teams share responsibilities for risk, finance
and treasury internal-management reporting,
as well as external regulatory reporting.

•

Identifying high-risk reports and reportgeneration process flows.

•

Processes are well defined, and process owners
made accountable for results and decisions in
all common/joint process areas.

•
•
•

Creating a reports inventory.

•
•

Data ownership is assigned and clearly defined.
Integrated, centralized data taxonomies are
established across the institution.

Infrastructure
Some financial institutions have considered
overhauling their risk data repositories and
reporting infrastructure in response to BCBS
239 regulations. Others have adopted a more
tactical approach – concentrating on specific
areas that include:

•

Workflow reporting and process remediation
can help spot control gaps in report flows and
processes, and determine if controls are commensurate with the risk profile of reports and
processes.

Documentation & Service Level Agreements
(SLAs)

>> Assure adequate documentation for risk in-

Our Point of View

>> Integrate

source systems and implement
data-sourcing SLAs across platforms.

>> Formalize

data exchange protocols across
applications.

Aggregation & Reconciliation

>> Update the risk aggregation rules engine.
>> Create metadata layers.
>> Build a reporting framework on top of the
aggregation layer.

>> Build

a reconciliation layer across source
systems and the risk-data warehouse.

•

Identifying report owners, consumers and
control points.

When a large number of process deficiencies are
identified, they can usually be traced to manual
errors in areas like data uploads, adjustments
and checks. Ultimately, this leads to the creation
of a remediation plan for process rationalization, standardization, and improving controls and
checks around manual processes.

frastructure.

•

Documenting data flows and reporting controls.

Entitlements, Controls & Reporting

>> Set up a tools-based data certification process.

>> Implement ownership controls through centralized entitlements.

>> Assure ongoing health monitoring of technology platforms.

Risk Reporting
In self-assessment questionnaires from regulators,
banks have consistently rated themselves high
when it comes to risk reporting practices.
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Adopt a Customized Approach
Like any principles-based supervisory requirement, BCBS 239 can be interpreted in various
ways and accommodate numerous implementation techniques. We have observed multiple
compliance approaches – from focusing exclusively on risk data or reporting process remediation, to placing heavy emphasis on the technology
infrastructure.
While all of these factors are essential, it is
important to adopt a balanced approach that
incorporates all aspects of BCBS 239 compliance;
namely, risk data, regulatory and internal risk
reports, processes, governance and technology
infrastructure – all focused on meeting the
regulatory objective of strengthening firms’
risk-data aggregation capabilities and risk-reporting practices.
This requires financial institutions to identify their
relative strengths and weaknesses on the BCBS
239 scale – leveraging the framework’s “stocktaking” self-assessment questionnaire to customize
a compliance approach.
Assess and Align Compliance Initiatves
Most financial institutions have concluded or
are in various stages of compliance around data
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governance and technology infrastructure. It is
important to take stock of what has been achieved
through these initiatives. In addition, programs
for remediation need to be in sync with current
projects to avoid duplications and redundancies..
Extract Business Value
In addition to remediation, financial institutions
can realize operational benefits from the BCBS 239
compliance process. For example, BCBS 239 can
be leveraged to streamline risk reports and
processes, transform data, reduce risks and act
as a driver for achieving firm-wide objectives for
enterprise data management.
With the right approach and priorities in place,
banks can meet certain compliance requirements

around comprehensive data and reports for other
regulations, including Comprehensive Capital
Analysis and Review (CCAR) and Comprehensive
Liquidity Assessment and Review (CLAR).
The advantages go beyond BCBS 239 compliance.
Significant benefits can be achieved in areas
like analytics, efficient capital management and
reduced operating expenditures.
Given the significant costs associated with
BCBS 239 compliance, DSIBs need to set
priorities based on their business mix, identify
common areas that will complement other
programs, and focus on deriving true business
benefits from the process.
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